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Joining smaller squares to Large square (Join with all squares right side up) 

 

Color 2 

Starting with Small Square One: In any corner sp: (sdc, 2dc, ch 2, gcl) Gcl in sp between 
clusters 3 times. (gcl, ch2, gcl) in corner sp. Gcl in sp between clusters 3 times. (gcl, ch 1, 
slst in corner sp of any corner of large square, gcl) *slst in sp between clusters on large 
square, gcl in sp between clusters of small square* 3 times. slst in sp between clusters on 
large square, (gcl, ch1, slt in sp between clusters on large square, gcl) gcl in sp between 
clusters 3 times. slst to sdc. Fasten off.  

 

+Next use Small Square Two: In any corner sp: (sdc, 2dc, ch 2, gcl) Gcl in sp between clusters 
3 times. (gcl, ch 1, slst in corner sp of small square one, gcl) *slst in sp between clusters of 
small square one, gcl between sp of clusters of small square two* three times, slst in sp 
between clusters of small square one. (gcl, ch 1, slst in sp between clusters on large square 
**This will be the same place as your last slst to the large square from small square one**, 
gcl) *slst in sp between clusters on large square, gcl in sp between clusters of small square 
two* 3 times, slst in sp between clusters on large square, (gcl, ch1, slst in sp between 
clusters on large square, gcl) gcl in sp between clusters 3 times. slst to sdc. Fasten off. 

 

Repeat instructions for joining Small Square Two twice more using Small Square One first 
and then Small Square Two for the second. **Tip: Towards the end of joining your second 
Small Square Two it will look as if you do not have enough space to do so. Do not panic, this 
is normal and it will work out correctly.** 

 

YAYA’s Hugs 
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Joining Corner: 

 

Small Square Three: In any corner sp: (sdc, 2dc, ch2, gcl) Gcl in sp between clusters 3 times. 
(gcl, ch2, gcl) gcl in sp between clusters 3 times. (gcl, ch 1, slst in corner sp of Small Square 
Two, gcl) *slst in sp between clusters of Small Square Two, gcl in sp between clusters of 
Small Square Three* three times, slst in space between clusters of Small Square Two, (gcl, ch 
1, slst in corner sp of Large Square, gcl) gcl in sp between clusters three times. slst to sdc. 
Fasten off.+ 

 

Repeat from + to + three more times omitting the joining of the last corner square.  

 

Joining last corner Square: 

 

Small Square Three: In any corner sp: (sdc, 2dc, ch2, gcl) Gcl in sp between clusters 3 times. 
(gcl, ch 1, slst in corner sp of Small Square Two, gcl) *slst in sp between clusters of Small 
Square Two, gcl* three times. slst in sp between clusters of Small Square Two. (gcl, ch 1, slst 
in corner space of Large Square, gcl) *slst in sp between clusters of Small Square One, gcl* 
three times, slst in sp between clusters of Small Square One, (gcl, ch1, slst in corner space of 
Small Square One, gcl) gcl in sp between clusters 3 times. slst to sdc. Fasten off. 

 
 

 
 

Congratulations, you just completed Part Three of YAYA’s Hugs 
 

Love Stephanie xxxx 
 


